Identification of a sixth locus for autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa on chromosome 19.
We report the mapping of a sixth locus for autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (adRP) to 19q13.4. After a total genome linkage search using over 300 markers in a single large pedigree, marker loci on the long arm of chromosome 19 showed significant linkage with the disease locus. Since the mapping information for the marker loci used in this study was derived from two different genome maps, we established genetic distances between relevant marker loci so that linkage information could be combined from both maps. A conventional three point analysis between the adRP phenotype and markers D19S180 and D19S214 gave a maximum lod score of 4.87. Combining data from these and other markers, we used the recently described multiple two point programme FASTMAP to simulate a multipoint analysis of the full data set. This gave a lod score of 5.34 in the interval between markers D19S180 and D19S214. Recently this laboratory has also reported the linkage of another form of retinal degeneration known as cone-rod dystrophy (CRD) to a genetically different set of markers from 19q. Linkage data presented here clearly supports the existence of two separate retinal genes in this part of the genome.